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With the development of market economy and people living standard rise, the
residential district has become the people of choice for home buyers. People not only
to the house itself is beautiful, quality is higher and higher, to property service and
management in the buildings, at the same time also is very demanding. People have
since always used the traditional artificial way to manage all kinds of data, this
management way has many shortcomings, such as: low efficiency, poor
confidentiality, to find, update and maintenance have brought a lot of difficulties.
Which requires the district manager of property management for macroscopic and
microscopic careful management, which is the best way to use computer operation of
residential property management system to implement the management of residential
property, it is designed for our residential property management system provides the
market needs.
As the information age, computer science and technology is getting mature, its
powerful features have deep understanding for the people, it entered the human
society each domain and is playing an increasingly important role. As a part of
computer application, using computer to manage enterprise unit in all kinds of
information, has the crafts incomparable advantages. The system is mainly based on
real life in residential property management system process, Based on B/S structure,
realized the function of online property management community.
According to the basic principles of property management, the paper combines
with the working characteristics of the residential area property management,
establish web processors for residential property management, and then set up a
unified data sharing platform, to provide accurate information for residential area
property management department, facilitate unified effective property management.
The system applies the object-oriented analysis method, a systematic analysis of the
demand analysis of residential property management system and business process,
and gives a design scheme of system, the administrator module and user module is















function, mainly including the data to add, delete, change, check, etc. It implements
the residential property management of network, electronic. And obviously it can save
the management cost, improve the working efficiency.
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